The New Way of Managing Oracle Deployments:
Information
Technology Solutions
Simple, Collaborative, Compliant

Emoveo for Oracle E-Business Deployments
FEATURES
• Create connections to any

Your existing options for management of Oracle E-Business deployments are severely lacking: Either
using one-off command line scripts that are risky, non-compliant, and non-collaborative or using heavyweight software packages that are expensive, hard to configure, and hard to maintain. Emoveo is an
alternative option offering “best of both worlds” – easy to install, configure, and maintain yet providing all
the key capabilities needed to ensure smooth and compliant migrations.

number of Oracle
environments
• Configure deployment
workflows compatible with your
business processes
• Build you own migrators for
your custom objects
• Utilize a modern dashboard to
process and report on
deployments

Standardized Processes
Emoveo provides standardized processes,
object
types,
and
version
control
connectors to allow organizations to
immediately get up and running. It also
allows easy configuration of new processes
and workflows to meet specific needs or
applications, such as extra testing
environments or for related applications like
Demantra and Rapid Response.

• Develop your own security
model

TECHNICAL DETAILS
• 100% web-based product
• Quick installation, agentless,
and close to zero maintenance
• Highly configurable framework

Modern UI with Full Visibility
Emoveo is an entirely stand-alone webbased application that does not require
add-ons or agents.
The software is
compatible with the most popular browsers
and easy to understand and use. Its simple
and intuitive design allow end-users to
quickly get started with minimal training and
setup.

BENEFITS
• Increase productivity with
modern, and efficient UI
• Increase visibility into status of
active deployments
• Increase the quality of
deployments through multiple
built-in governance and control
mechanisms

Real Traceability
Emoveo provides full audit capabilities for
tracking of both user approvals and
instance deployments. It was built to be
entirely SOX compliant and traceable.
Through its reporting and logging
capabilities, Emoveo can show exactly who
and when an approval was made, when an
object was deployed, and the exact results
of the deployment.

• Standardize the way you
perform your deployments
• Comply with organizational,
industry, and government
regulations

Rapidly deliver high-quality Oracle EBS deployments
Emoveo is a unique deployment tool built specifically with Oracle EBS deployments in mind. Its preconfigured workflows, object types, and version control connectors allow any organization to get up and
running with their Oracle EBS deployments almost immediately. All of Emoveo’s configurations are both
R11 and R12 compatible and will also allow for migrations between the two versions during upgrades.
For more information, visit www.ppmetrics.com/emoveo or email info@ppmetrics.com

